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Abstract and Bio 
This talk will review recent applications of the X-ray laser (LCLS) near Stanford to obtain molecular movies 
of light-sensitive proteins, and discuss related approaches using electron beams for fast diffraction and 
imaging, and the extension of these methods to proteins not sensitive to light. The work forms part of the 
NSF’s BioXFEL Science and Technology Center, a consortium of seven US campuses devoted to the use of 
X-ray lasers for biology (http://www.bioxfel.org).  In a collaboration led by Dr. Marius Schmidt (1) we have 
used the LCLS to achieve femtosecond time resolution in X-ray snapshot diffraction from nanocrystals of 
Purple Yellow Protein during the trans-cis isomerisation process which results from the detection of a photon.  
This is similar to the first event in human vision, involving a connical intersection (degeneracy) of nuclear 
coordinates.  These density maps provided atomic resolution without significant radiation damage by the 
“diffract-then-destroy” mechanism, which allows us to out-run radiation damage. In a collaboration led by 
Henry Chapman, a method has been devised for using the diffuse scattering due to static molecular 
displacements in protein crystals between Bragg reflections to both extend resolution and solve the phase 
problem. For certain defect structures, this diffuse provides directly the molecular transform (2).The 
challenges in undertaking similar work using a pulsed electron microsocope or diffraction camera will be 
reviewed, and an optimum scheme proposed for a fast electron microscope design (3). For a review of several 
new schemes for time-resolved imaging by diffraction, see (4). 
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